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Brilliant Referral and QC Casualty Underwriter | Remote  
 
Work from Anywhere in the United States 
 
Who is NIP Group? 
 
NIP Group is a business insurance market leader recognized as one of the best program 
administrators in the United States. We blend the culture of an MGA with the capabilities and 
underwriting excellence of an insurer to create a dynamic work environment that’s truly unique 
where underwriters can be themselves, work from anywhere and make a real impact. We offer the 
ideal balance of security, accountability, and freedom so you can perform at your best with a voice 
that counts. Our diverse and distributed team is comprised of smart, collaborative insurance people 
who think big, execute quickly, and enjoy having fun and laughing a little.  
 
We’ve recently expanded our remote work policy for our underwriting positions providing increased 
flexibility to work from home, from an office or from anywhere within the United States. Our teams 
will come together in person –once it’s safe—for intentional collaboration, mentorship, and 
socialization.  
 
What’s New? 
 
Our industry is changing at an unprecedented pace due to technical innovations and we are 
transforming our underwriting organization to drive leading practices.  
 
We are excited to announce the launch of a new Portfolio Underwriting Team to spearhead our 
enterprise risk management program and develop new pricing frameworks and new products.  
 
Who You Are: 
  
You are a highly experienced casualty underwriter who enjoys problem solving, analysis and 
detailed work. Most of all you’re a people person who also enjoys sharing your knowledge and 
experiences with line underwriters teaching, tutoring, and coaching their professional development.  
 
In this newly created position, you will be responsible for referral underwriting and underwriting 
quality control.  Your work will ensure that our underwriters are performing at the high level 
expected, adhering to our guidelines, procedures, and their authority grants.  Additionally, you will 
play an important role in supporting the innovation and automation of our underwriting processes 
and develop professional education programs for our line underwriters.  
 
 
What You'll Do: 
  

 Ensure high-quality and curious underwriting, adequate pricing, sound decision making, 
authority, procedural and regulatory compliance  

 Effectively and efficiently complete referrals from program line underwriters requesting 
approval to quote individual risks outside of their authority – serving as a senior technician 
for risk analysis, pricing adequacy and terms 

 Conduct underwriting file audits for staff underwriters. Includes wrap-up meetings with the 
management team and the writing of formal reports for the Division Executive, SVP of 
Underwriting, and the President & COO of the Group. 

 Participate in and occasionally lead product development efforts within the Programs 
Division 

 Provide mentoring, training, and skill building to underwriters within the division  



 Develop and foster collaborative relationships with associates in the Specialty Programs 
Division, Actuarial Team, Underwriting Committee, and other associates, including those with 
our carrier partners 
 

 
Education & Experience  

 Strong casualty underwriting experience across commercial small and middle market 
risks. The priority is commercial lines liability primary casualty, specialty lines, and 
contractor liability 

 Sustained track record of success in casualty underwriting with at least 15 years of 
underwriting experience 

 Strong understanding of optimizing underwriting profits though sound underwriting 
practices in liability lines of business 

 Bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university or equivalent experience.  
 Educational designation(s) (i.e. CPCU) highly desirable  

  
Competencies  
  

 Excellent analytical and communications skills 

 High attention to detail and accuracy 

 Ability to work independently and collaborate with colleagues within and across departments 

 Excellent technology skills, including Outlook, Word, Adobe and Excel 
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